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Introduction
As a momentary departure from this conference’s focus on teacher
induction, I intend to provide a status update concerning a project,
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) Program Standards Development Project, that I discussed
at last year’s conference. One of the aims of that project is to
investigate the applicability of performance-based assessment to the
accreditation process. Part of that investigation entails developing
new standards for teachers. Last year I presented the five primary
goals of the NCATE New Professional Teacher Standards Develop-
ment Project, as the project was then named. Over the past year we
have refined and partially restated some of these goals and renamed
the project, as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Goals for the NCATE Program Standards Development Project

• Strengthen the accreditation process so there will be an increased
probability that newly prepared teachers master:
(1) content knowledge and
(2) the means to teach that content knowledge.

• Make accreditation compatible with standards for K−12 student
content, initial licensure, and advanced certification.

• Judge institutional program quality primarily on the basis of
performance of candidates.

• Give more emphasis to content preparation in accreditation
decisions.

• Simplify and integrate the accreditation process.
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The First Step
As I noted last year, one of the first steps toward developing a
performance-based accreditation approach for teacher education
programs was to develop performance-based standards for new
teachers. We began that particular project by addressing the
standards for elementary teachers. We have since drafted a set of
new elementary teacher standards with the idea of using them as
the model to be applied to all the other areas where NCATE has
standards, such as science, mathematics, special education, and all
of the specialty areas. We intend for these performance-based
standards to replace the existing course-based standards.

Our Five Goals:  Status Report
In developing this new set of elementary teacher standards, we have
begun to make some progress on our five goals. Referring back to
Figure 1, I will now provide a brief overview of what that progress
has been. For our first goal of strengthening the accreditation
process, we have created a set of written standards for accreditation.
These standards are quite preliminary and are currently available
for review and commentary by stakeholders. Based on the feedback
we receive, our continued research, and work from other groups,
we will continue to make advances toward the realization of this
goal.

In drafting the elementary teacher standards and the accreditation
standards, we have emphasized aligning our efforts with work in
other areas, to make accreditation compatible with standards for
K−12, initial licensure, and advanced certification. To assist us in
linking our NCATE standards with the K−12 student standards, we
have been working with representatives from virtually all of the
foremost curriculum groups who have developed the national
curriculum content projects, such as mathematics, English, science,
and social studies. I am confident that our standards are closely
aligned with those projects. We have also been working with
representatives from the Interstate New Teachers Assessment and
Support Consortium (INTASC). We have literally developed our
NCATE standards based on the INTASC generic standards; the
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INTASC framework has served as the framework for our standards.
The only incompatibility that we encountered was that INTASC had
developed standards for mathematics, science, and English, but they
had not yet developed their standards for elementary education. We
had previously decided that elementary teaching would be the first
field that we would address, since we felt that it affects all other
fields. That was our rationale for using, as I mentioned previously,
the elementary education standards as the model for the standards
for other fields. This situation did present us with a dilemma,
however, inasmuch as we avowedly wished to base the NCATE
standards on the INTASC standards, but there were no INTASC
standards yet in place for elementary education. Our solution was to
use the generic INTASC framework and translate what we thought
that would mean for elementary education, building on the work of
the curriculum groups. We were careful to frame our standards in
such a way that if the INTASC standards yield some differences
from our standards, we can easily adjust our standards to keep the
two sets very closely aligned.

Our current focus is the third goal, judging institutional program
quality primarily on the basis of performance of the candidates. We
recently commissioned from the American Institutes for Research
(AIR) some descriptions of the ideal assessments to use to monitor
our standards. We are interested in determining what sort of proof a
reviewer would expect when judging a program in an NCATE
institution or an institution undergoing an NCATE accreditation
review. We are trying to ascertain what types of demonstration
would convince such a reviewer that the candidates in an institution
have met the standards we have established. We have solicited
input from the AIR as to what assessment systems would provide
this information. We expect that this information would be
interesting as well to National Evaluation Systems and states with
teacher certification programs. A possibly very useful prospective
activity would be to overlay this description of the ideal assessment
of NCATE standards on the existing assessments used to evaluate
teacher candidates in their teacher preparation programs and at the
point of licensure. This would allow us to determine how closely the
existing assessments align with the ideal. Perhaps even more
importantly, however, this comparison would provide a reflection
back on the quality of the standards. It might also identify any
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existing gaps that testing companies could help fill so that the end
result is better assessments with wider dimensions and more
characteristics to analyze the abilities and skills of teacher
candidates.

In taking a closer look at program quality as part of the accredita-
tion process, we have begun to give more emphasis to content
preparation in making accreditation decisions. During this time, Art
Wise, the president of NCATE, had turned his attention to looking
at the same issues for the entire unit accreditation process. In
response, we are now beginning to develop what he has called the
“Standards 2000” for NCATE, as part of our next regular cycle of
revision. In the fall of 1997 we held eight days of meetings with all
of the NCATE boards to reconfirm that NCATE wishes to move in
this direction. We concluded that our goal is to make the entire
process more performance based but at the same time to keep it in
balance by retaining aspects of input and processes as well. So we
will give more emphasis in the accreditation process to content
preparation. We will be able to use the new professional teacher
standards that we are developing as the benchmark for determining
the effectiveness of the content preparation portion of a program.

To date we have not afforded much attention to the fifth goal, to
simplify and integrate the accreditation process. At this stage we are
not quite sure how we will go about simplifying; all we can say is
that we recognize that simplification will be key to the success of
our mission. Integration will be largely accomplished through the
development of the “Standards 2000,” which will bring together the
content preparation element and the unit accreditation process.

Defining Performance Based
In our various discussions about performance-based accreditation,
one of the questions we at NCATE hear most frequently is what do
we mean by performance-based accreditation. Figures 2 and 3
present two answers to that question. By presenting a comparison of
the goals, definitions, applications, and other features of three
approaches for assessing teacher quality, Figure 2 encapsulates the
essence of what constitutes performance-based accreditation.
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Figure 2

Concepts for Assuring New Teacher Candidates of High Quality

Course-Based Performance-Based Learning-Based

1. Goal:  Good
teaching

1. Goal:  Good
teaching

1. Goal:  Good
teaching

2. Definition:  New
teacher candidates
are trained well.

2. Definition:  New
teacher candidates
know their subject
and are able to
teach.

2. Definition:  K–12
students should
learn.

3. Standards:
Courses or
experiences
candidates should
have

3. Standards:
Candidate subject
knowledge and
teaching skills

3. Standards:  K–12
student subject
content

4. Evidence:  Courses
or experiences
candidates are
offered

4. Evidence:  Results
from knowledge
assessments and
demonstrations of
teaching skills

4. Evidence:
Assessment results
that show positive
effect on student
learning

5. Assumption:
Candidates will
teach well.

5. Assumption:
Students of the
candidates will
learn well.

5. Assumption:
Effective teaching
is happening.

6. Used by:  NCATE
as part of
accreditation now;
states in program
approval

6. Used by:  NCATE
for accreditation
in the future;
increasing num-
bers of states for
licensing now

6. Used by:  states of
Oregon and
Washington for
licensure and
program approval
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Figure 3, as a different way of defining performance-based
accreditation, depicts the four steps to implementing an effective
accreditation process based on performance.

Figure 3

Four Steps to Performance-Based Accreditation

In summary, our progress on the NCATE Program Standards
Development Project over the past year has been largely to lay the
groundwork. We now have a set of model standards drafted, we are
tailoring our work closely to that of INTASC, and we have our latest
goal of the “Standards 2000” to provide the framework for
incorporating the various elements into a cohesive program. The
task before us now is to continue progressing toward our five goals
and formulating a viable performance-based accreditation program.

4. Performance is the basis for judging quality

3. Demonstration of knowledge and ability to teach

1. Student learning of content standards

2. Teacher knowledge and skill to teach student standards
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